Caci offers more than just a tool

Facilitation Services

We can provide expert acquisition consultants to facilitate the source selection board throughout the entire source selection process. Our superior breadth of knowledge allows us to provide exceptional advice in order to promote a thorough and detailed evaluation that maintains the utmost procurement integrity.

Source Selection Facility

Caci maintains a controlled source selection facility with workstations equipped with FedSelect and Microsoft Office. The facility offers a secure network and enhanced security controls, such as restricted key entry and identification badges. With today’s increasing efforts to reduce office footprint, Caci understands that its clients still need a location to conduct source selections and will continue to ensure customers’ needs are met.

For more information on the FedSelect tool, call, email or visit our website at www.fedselect.com

800-331-6461, Option 3
fedselect@caci.com

GSA Schedule: GS-10F-0226K

The FedSelect tool leverages Caci’s more than 50-years experience in software development and the government acquisition process.
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Flexible solutions for your business needs.

WEB SOLUTION
The web version of the FEDSELECT tool interfaces with a secure SQL server containing all source selection data. Authorized proposal evaluators can access the tool and all its data from any remote location via the internet without the need for an application on the user’s workstation.

Desktop Solution
The desktop version of the FEDSELECT tool is available as either a file-server (MS Access) or client-server (SQL or Oracle) based application that can be configured and installed on a local secured isolated network or on a dedicated server, allowing for remote evaluations.

SECURITY MANAGEMENT
FEDSELECT requires unique usernames and passwords as well as user defined roles to enable controlled access to proposal information. We provide multiple hosting options such as client-hosted or CACI-hosted. When CACI hosts, a customer’s data is segregated from all other customer and CACI data, and is protected by physical and digital firewalls as well as encryption algorithms.

Features
- Robust search, sorting and filtering capabilities
- Ability to rate individual subfactors separately
- Report export capabilities to MS Word, Excel, or Adobe PDF
- Ability to assign customized rating scales
- Internal messaging
- Use of advisors/subject matter experts
- Team evaluation setup options
- Evaluation notices allow for documentation of clarification and discussion items
- Tailored user roles